
1. Introduction
Multiphase flow through permeable media is central to a variety of important practical problems and societal 
challenges including contaminant transport (Bear & Cheng, 2010; Essaid et al., 2015), capillary rise (Hall, 2009; 
Jorenush & Sepaskhah, 2003), carbon capture and storage (Alhosani et al., 2020; Boot-Handford et al., 2014; 
Krevor et  al.,  2015) and gas-water flow in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (Mukherjee et  al., 2011; 
Okonkwo & Otor, 2021; Zhang et al., 2021). Flow through permeable media is governed by the behavior of 
the fluids at the pore scale (Blunt, 2017). To address the aforementioned challenges, it is necessary to have a 
detailed representation of the media and a complete consideration of pore-scale physics, so that the most pertinent 
parameters can be accurately included into a numerical model. Recent advances in experimental methods and 
imaging (Wildenschild & Sheppard, 2013) have greatly improved the ability to describe geometry (Prodanović 
et al., 2007; Silin et al., 2011) and wettability (Andrew et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2012; Blunt et al., 2019; 
Sun et al., 2020) at the pore scale, yielding more accurate numerical model predictions (e.g., Akai et al., 2019; 
Foroughi et al., 2021; Ramstad et al., 2012). Whilst direct numerical simulations (DNS) on pore-space images are 
widely used to simulate flow through tens to hundreds of pores (e.g., Maes & Menke, 2021; McClure et al., 2021; 
Pan et al., 2004), the development of a computationally efficient model, which accurately captures pore-scale 
behavior through representative elementary volumes for complex systems, remains a crucial step toward achiev-
ing predictive capability for multiphase flow.

Pore-network models (PNMs), pioneered by Fatt (1956), offer the most feasible means to simulate flow through 
large samples efficiently. However, a key limitation to network modeling is the loss of physical detail caused by 
conceptualizing the pore space into idealized one, or two, dimensional shapes (Figure 1). Early PNMs repre-
sented the larger regions in the pore space, termed pores, and the connecting narrower restrictions, termed throats, 
by circular or cylindrical network elements (Figure 1b). Discretizing the pore space as a network of circular 
elements preserves the topology of a permeable medium and provides simple, semi-analytic expressions for 
fluid-fluid displacement (Chatzis & Dullien, 1977; Diaz et al., 1987), but renders it impossible to model flow 
through wetting layers present in the corners of the pore space (Figure 1a). Additionally, semi-analytic approxi-
mations are derived from a quasi one-dimensional system; the inscribed radius, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  , is preserved, but all other detail 
in the axial (Figures 1e and 1f) and sagittal (Figures 1i and 1j) planes is lost.

To address these shortcomings, the advent of classical network models (CNM) saw the use of simple geometric 
shapes, such as triangles and squares (Bakke & Øren, 1997; Blunt, 1997), to represent the pores and throats of a 
medium with wetting layers present in its corners (Figure 1c). The classical approach maintains the efficiency and 
topology inherent to all network models, and has been used to reproduce upscaled flow properties in simple cases 
successfully (e.g., Lerdahl et al., 2000; Øren et al., 1998; Valvatne & Blunt, 2004). Despite improvements, clas-
sical approaches idealize the pore space as a quasi two-dimensional system—the axial plane (Figure 1g) solely 
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provides the geometric detail used to derive semi-analytic approximations, whilst the geometry of the solid and 
the fluid-fluid interfaces in the sagittal plane are ignored (Figure 1k). This is a poor representation of multiphase 
flow through nearly all media, and direct numerical studies on synthetic media have shown that three-dimensional 
features present in the sagittal plane have a large impact on pore-scale flow (e.g., Deng et al., 2014; Rabbani 
et al., 2018). Furthermore, Bondino et al. (2013) showed that the classical elements themselves are non-unique 
and do not preserve the exact geometry of the underlying medium, leading to unreliable predictions. A solution to 
the shortcomings of classical approaches is a network model which captures the fully three-dimensional features 
of a real medium, with physical approximations that consider both the axial and the sagittal planes.

Figure 1d shows the generalized network model (GNM) (Raeini et al., 2017, 2018), which was developed to 
better discretize the geometry and connectivity of the pore space in three dimensions. In the axial plane, the 
GNM preserves the number of corners present in the underlying image (Figure 1h). The corners of the pore space 
form the elements of the network, which include all void-space voxels between two neighboring pores, shown in 
Figure 1d. Using the corners to discretize the pore space, it naturally follows that geometric detail in the sagittal 
plane can also be preserved (Figure 1l). To date, however, the precise formulations of pore-space expansion, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , 
and the sagittal curvature of fluid-fluid interfaces, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 , in a network model have been largely unexplored. To obtain 
predictions truly representative of a real three-dimensional system, it is necessary to ensure that semi-analytic 
approximations correctly account for the effect of three-dimensional features on fluid-fluid interfaces.

In this work, the detailed geometry of the GNM is exploited to formulate the inclusion of pore-space expansion 
and the sagittal curvature of a fluid-fluid meniscus. To do this accurately, high-resolution direct simulations of 
two-phase flow through a variety of synthetic geometries and wettabilities, performed with a volume-of-fluid 
method, are used to calibrate GNM developments. The effect of pore-space expansion and sagittal curvature on 

Figure 1. A schematic of a porous medium (a) and its axial (e) and sagittal (i) planes. The network representation of the 
medium using a variety of network extraction approaches is shown in (b)–(d). Early network models represented the pore 
space using circular elements (b), which preserve the inscribed radius of the pores and throats, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  , and topology of the 
medium. However, circular elements do not preserve the corners of pore space in the axial plane (f), nor the geometry of 
the medium in the sagittal plane (j), and so the medium is modeled as a quasi one-dimensional system. The development of 
classical methods idealizes the pore space as simple shapes, such as triangles or squares (c). Simple shapes preserve corners 
in the axial plane (g) allowing wetting layers to be modeled, but neglect the geometry of the medium in the sagittal plane 
(k)—the network is merely a two-dimensional representation of the real, three-dimensional medium. The generalized network 
model (GNM) discretizes the medium using the corners of the pore space, shown by the dashed yellow lines in (d), which 
form the elements of the network. In the axial plane, the GNM preserves the number of corners present in the real medium 
(h). This work provides new formulations for the three-dimensional features preserved in the sagittal plane (l), namely the 
pore-space expansion (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ) and the sagittal curvature (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 ) of layer interfaces.
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threshold pressures for displacement events are quantified from the volume-of-fluid simulations and compared 
to both generalized, and classical, network model predictions. A pressure dependence of sagittal curvature is 
revealed, with direct simulations used to further develop and calibrate pore-by-pore inclusion of three-dimensional 
effects into the GNM. Finally, the impact of physically accurate fluid interfaces on macroscopic two-phase 
flow parameters is demonstrated through a comparison with experimental results. Overall, the outcome is a 
pore-network model that accurately captures the full three-dimensional nature of fluid displacement, validated by 
direct pore-scale numerical simulation.

2. Methods
In Section 2.1, the GNM for multiphase flow is described and new representations of interfacial curvature—which 
extend quasi two-dimensional approximations to three-dimensions—are presented. In Section  2.2, the direct 
method used to validate GNM developments is detailed. Finally, in Section 2.3, the synthetic geometries, flow 
conditions and comparison methods used to validate GNM developments with direct simulations are explained.

2.1. The Generalized Network Model

The generalized network extraction algorithm (Raeini et  al.,  2017) is used to discretize the void space in a 
micro-CT image into individual pores and throats, which together form the elements of a network. Pore centers 
are defined as local maxima of the distance map—a scalar field representing the distance between a void voxel 
and its nearest solid voxel—while throat centers are defined as the restriction between two adjacent pores. Every 
void voxel in a micro-CT image is assigned to a unique pore and throat element, and the network as a whole 
preserves the topology of the pore space.

The throats, which include all voxels between two neighboring pore centers, are further divided along their 
medial axes into corners (Figure 1d). This discretization preserves a rich description of the pore space that is 
absent from classical network approaches, as the corners' geometric parameters are acquired directly from the 
underlying image. The single-phase permeability of the sample is preserved via an upscaling of the Navier-Stokes 
equations solved directly on the image.

Quasi-static, capillary dominated two-phase flow is simulated through the extracted network using the general-
ized network flow model (Raeini et al., 2018). After a user-defined change in network saturation, the conductivity 
of the corners comprising each throat is calculated and averaged to provide the conductivity of that throat. Subse-
quently, mass balance on each pore, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , is invoked to calculate the flow rate:

∑

𝑡𝑡∈𝑝𝑝

𝑞𝑞
𝛼𝛼

𝑡𝑡
=
∑

𝑡𝑡∈𝑝𝑝

𝑔𝑔
𝛼𝛼

𝑡𝑡
(Φ𝑝𝑝 − Φ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛) = 0 (1)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝛼𝛼

𝑡𝑡
 is the total flow rate of a phase (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ) passing through a throat (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝛼𝛼

𝑡𝑡
 is the throat conductivity and 

𝐴𝐴 Φ𝑝𝑝 − Φ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the viscous pressure drop between neighboring pores. The summation is over all throats connected 
to a given pore.

Changes in network saturation are caused by displacements, which are driven by incrementally increasing the 
invading phase pressure at the inlet, with fluid interface locations updated in accordance with capillary equilib-
rium in each pore or throat:

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃1 − 𝑃𝑃2 = 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎 (2)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is the capillary pressure, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2 are the fluid pressures of the two phases, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the interfacial tension 
and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the total curvature of the interface. All simulations in this work are performed with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 0.03 Nm −1 unless 
otherwise stated.

Accurate calculation of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 in Equation  2 is crucial to the correct prediction of threshold displacement pres-
sures, which ultimately determine the saturation and hence the conductivity of the network. In the following 
sections, updated expressions for piston-like and layer curvature are presented, which extend classical quasi 
two-dimensional approximations to three dimensions. Methods to determine the new terms are then described.

2.1.1. Curvature for Piston-Like Advance

Traditionally, the curvature of a piston-like (terminal) meniscus is determined by considering an energy balance 
on the layer interfaces, termed arc-menisci, present in the corners of the pore space (Figure  1g). This is a 
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two-dimensional calculation which ignores curvature in the sagittal plane. With complex geometry the energy 
balance is algebraically elaborate to simplify, but the key result is that the total curvature is related to the ratio 
of the effective perimeter (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) and area (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) occupied by the invading phase, given by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

cos 𝜃𝜃 , where 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the advancing or receding contact angle (Mason & Morrow, 1991). For classical networks—which use a 

shape factor, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =
𝐴𝐴

𝑃𝑃 2
 , to represent the ratio of the total area (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ) to the total perimeter (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  )—the total curvature of 

a piston-like interface, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 , is given by:

𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

cos 𝜃𝜃

(

1 + 2

√

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

)

𝑟𝑟
𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑(𝜃𝜃𝜃 𝜋𝜋𝜃 𝜃𝜃)𝜃

 (3)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑 is a dimensionless correction factor accounting for the wetting layers retained in the corners, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  is the 
inscribed radius of the element and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  represents the corner half-angles (Blunt, 2017).

While Equation 3 accounts for the effect of wetting layers on terminal meniscus curvature, and ensures capillary 
equilibrium between layer and piston-like interfaces, it does not include the three-dimensional effect that an 
expanding or contracting pore space has on the total curvature—Equation 3 is obtained purely from the axial 
plane shown in Figure 1g. Pore-space expansion has been shown to have considerable influence on entry pres-
sures, particularly at neutral wettabilities with contact angles close to 90° (Rabbani et al., 2018). Therefore, if 
network models are to be truly predictive, they must include the expansion angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , shown in Figure 1l. Raeini 
et al. (2018) proposed the following expression for piston-like curvature, for which the derivation and the defini-
tion of terms are presented in Appendix A:

𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

∑

𝑐𝑐∈𝑡𝑡

(2ℎ𝑝𝑝cos(𝜃𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽) +𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 �̂�𝐬 ⋅ �̂�𝐱)

𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 − 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

, (4)

where the summation is performed over every corner (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ) belonging to a throat (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ). Here, a method to determine 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 on a pore-by-pore basis is presented.

Consider Figure 2, which shows a pore and two possible connectivity scenarios, with a piston-like interface present 
in the left-most throat. As the pressure of the red, invading phase increases, the fluid-fluid interface will displace 
into the pore center with a curvature given by Equation 4. However, the angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is not necessarily constant—it 
can vary depending on the exact geometry and topology of the local pore space. Two vectors are defined, 𝐴𝐴 𝐩𝐩 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐭𝐭 , 
which point from the occupied throat center to the pore center and the adjacent throat center, respectively.

The vectors 𝐴𝐴 𝐩𝐩 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐭𝐭  are used to produce an empirical expression to approximate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , in every corner, at three 

locations: 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

{

0,
1

2
, 1

}

 , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the fractional distance from throat center to pore center. The empirical 
expression approximates the solid wall as sinusoidal and accounts for connected throats:

𝛽𝛽 = tan−1
(

𝑎𝑎sin(𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)(𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 − 𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡)

𝐷𝐷

)

+ 𝑏𝑏sin

(

𝜋𝜋

2
𝜋𝜋𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

)

cos−1
(

𝐭𝐭 ⋅ 𝐩𝐩

‖𝐭𝐭‖‖𝐩𝐩‖

)

, (5)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 are the pore and throat radii, respectively, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the distance between pore center and throat center. 
The coefficients 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 are sensitivity parameters and are set to 0.3 and 1.1 in this work, respectively: the reader 
is referred to Figure C1 for further details on how these values are determined. If a corner's neighboring throat is 
situated exactly opposite the current throat, shown schematically in Figure 2a and in cross-section in Figure 2c, the 
dot product of 𝐴𝐴 𝐩𝐩 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐭𝐭  is zero and Equation 5 reduces to the first term—a simple trigonometric expression modu-
lated by the sine function. However, if other adjacent throats are present (Figure 2b), the second term in Equation 5 
accounts for additional expansion shown in Figure 2d, where the expansion angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is greatest at the pore center.

The performance of Equation 5 is evaluated against volume-of-fluid simulations of piston-like advance through 
a wide range of wettabilities, which will be explained further in Section 2.3.1.

2.1.2. Layer Sagittal Curvature

The total fluid-fluid curvature present in Equation 2 represents the sum of the principal components of curvature, 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 , of the interface:

𝜅𝜅 = 𝜅𝜅𝑎𝑎 + 𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠. (6)
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For piston-like interfaces, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 can be determined from a force balance on the interface, as previously shown in 
Equation 4. For layer configurations, however, a force balance becomes more complex. Therefore, it is typical 
in network modeling to assume that the second principal component of curvature—termed here as the sagittal 
curvature (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 )—is negligible, and so the total curvature is equal to the curvature in the axial plane, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 . 
Strictly speaking, this assumption is only valid for a system which can be approximated as infinitely long and 
radially invariant, such as a capillary tube of constant radius (Lenormand et al., 1983). As discussed previously, 
many studies have noted that, in truly three-dimensional geometries, curvature in the sagittal plane affects capil-
lary  pressure predictions (e.g., Deng et al., 2014; Raeini et al., 2014). To date, however, only one network model 
has attempted to include sagittal curvature (Raeini et al., 2018). Below, a new approach for incorporating sagittal 
curvature into a network model on a pore-by-pore basis is provided.

Consider Figure 3, which schematically shows the sagittal plane (Figure 1i) of a throat (a) and a pore (b). It is 
evident from Figure 3 that the curvature of the wetting layers in the sagittal plane is not zero. To approximate it, 
the corner vertices at every throat center are assumed to be a local origin, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 . Then, a set of vectors are defined 
dependent upon whether the sagittal curvature at a throat or at a pore is to be calculated. At a throat center, two 
edge vectors between the throat corner vertices and the neighboring pore corner vertices, 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟏𝟏 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 , are defined 
(Figure 3a). Provided that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟏𝟏 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 are non-colinear, these three points are sufficient to define a unique circle 
with radius 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 in the sagittal plane. The center of this circle, 𝐴𝐴 𝐂𝐂𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 , is determined from the intersection of the vectors 

Figure 2. A schematic showing the parameters used to determine the expansion angle, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  , at which the solid is inclined to 
the line connecting throat and pore center. In a pore-throat arrangement where the throats are exactly opposite one another, 
as shown in (a), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  is determined using the difference in pore (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 ) and throat (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 ) radii, as well as the pore-throat distance, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , 
which are shown in the coronal-plane cross-section in (c). However, if the throats connecting to a pore are not opposite each 
other—shown schematically in (b)—it is assumed that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  will take a maximum value at the pore center and an additional 
correction must be included. The correction uses the dot product of the vectors connecting the throat to the pore center (𝐴𝐴 𝐩𝐩 ) 
and to the adjacent throat center (𝐴𝐴 𝐭𝐭 ), shown in the coronal-plane cross-section in (d). In both cases, the solid wall is modeled 
as sinusoidal, and estimates are taken at a distance 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

{

0,
1

2
, 1

}

 , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the fractional distance from pore to throat.
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normal to 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟏𝟏 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 . Subsequently, the sagittal curvature at the throat, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , is assumed to be inversely proportional 
to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 —which is calculated as the distance between the throat corner vertex and 𝐴𝐴 𝐂𝐂𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 —and is always negative:

𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = −
𝑐𝑐

𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
= −

𝑐𝑐

|𝐂𝐂𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬|

. (7)

For pore centers, the edge vector 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 and the vector between adjacent throat corner vertices, 𝐴𝐴 𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚 , establish the three 
points needed to determine the circle defining the pore sagittal curvature, which has a radius 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and center 𝐴𝐴 𝐂𝐂𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 
(Figure 3b). Additionally, the adjacent throat's edge vector, 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞

𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂

𝟏𝟏
 , and the pore-center to pore-corner axis, 𝐴𝐴 𝐲𝐲 , are 

needed to determine the sign of the pore sagittal curvature:

𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝑑𝑑

𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
=

𝑑𝑑

|

|

𝐂𝐂𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬
|

|

, if
(

�̂�𝐞2 + �̂�𝐞
𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎

1

)

⋅ �̂�𝐲 > 0

−
𝑑𝑑

𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
= −

𝑑𝑑

|

|

𝐂𝐂𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬
|

|

, otherwise.

 (8)

The generalized network represents a coarse-scale discretization of the porous medium, from which only a finite 
set of vertices may be used to calculate sagittal curvature. In reality, curvature is mathematically defined at an 
infinitesimal portion of a fluid interface (Blunt, 2017). The coefficients 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 in Equations 7 and 8 therefore 
represent calibration factors which account for the coarse discretization in the GNM, and are used to optimize the 
approximation of sagittal curvature.

Equations 7 and 8 are used to define the sagittal curvature at every pore and throat center of each corner in the 
network, prior to initiating fluid injection. In the following, the direct numerical simulation method used to assess 
and calibrate Equations 5, 7, and 8 is explained.

Figure 3. A schematic showing the method used to determine the radius of sagittal curvature, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 , of a layer at a throat (a) 
and at a pore (b). In (a), the radius of sagittal curvature at the throat (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) is defined using the circle formed by the throat 
corner, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , and the two edge vectors 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟏𝟏 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 , which are the position vectors of the neighboring pore corners relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 . 
In (b), the radius of sagittal curvature at the pore (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ) is obtained from the circle defined by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 and the position vector of 
the neighboring throat corner, 𝐴𝐴 𝐭𝐭𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚𝐚 , relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 . In addition, the sign of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is determined by the dot product of the sum of the 
adjacent throat's edge vector, 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞

𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂𝒂

𝟏𝟏
 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐞𝐞𝟐𝟐 with the pore-center to pore-corner axis, 𝐴𝐴 𝐲𝐲 .
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2.2. Volume of Fluid Method

The essential details of the direct method are outlined here—for a complete 
treatment the reader is referred to Raeini et al. (2012) and Shams et al. (2018). 
All differential equations that follow are solved using the OpenFOAM finite 
volume library (Jasak et al., 2007).

The flow of two isothermal, incompressible and immsicible Newtonian 
fluids is described by the set of Navier-Stokes equations:

∇ ⋅ 𝐮𝐮 = 0 (9)

𝐷𝐷

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
(𝜌𝜌𝐮𝐮) − ∇ ⋅ 𝕋𝕋 = −∇𝑝𝑝 + 𝐅𝐅 + 𝐟𝐟𝑐𝑐 . (10)

The velocity field, 𝐴𝐴 𝐮𝐮 , is updated based upon the pressure gradient, 𝐴𝐴 ∇𝑝𝑝 , the 
body forces acting on the fluid, 𝐴𝐴 𝐅𝐅 , and the capillary force, 𝐴𝐴 𝐟𝐟𝑐𝑐 , which is deter-
mined through the contour-level surface force model (Shams et al., 2018). 
The viscous stress tensor is denoted as 𝐴𝐴 𝕋𝕋 = 𝜇𝜇

(

∇𝐮𝐮 + (∇𝐮𝐮)
𝑇𝑇
)

 , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the 
dynamic viscosity.

The two fluids are treated as a single fluid-continuum system, with an indica-
tor function, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 defined throughout the flow domain representing the volume 
fraction of the phases in each grid cell. The indicator function is a continuous 
variable 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = [0, 1], taking a value 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 1 if the cell is completely filled with 
phase 1 and a value 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 0 if the cell is filled with phase 2. Values between 

zero and one are present in cells containing the fluid-fluid interface, which is tracked and evolved using the 
advection equation:

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜕𝜕𝐮𝐮) = 0. (11)

The density and viscosity of the fluids is 1,000 kgm −3 and 0.001 Pas, respectively. All simulations are capillary 
dominated, with a capillary number, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 =

𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇

𝜎𝜎
 , of 6.67 × 10 −6 for the injected phase, where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 represents the Darcy 

velocity. The contour-level surface force model used in this work significantly enhances the accuracy of capillary 
pressure predictions (Shams et al., 2018). The mesh discretizing the flow domain is unstructured, with cubic grid 
blocks in the center and grid blocks deformed to align with the solid walls at the boundaries. The resolution is 
1 μm per grid block, with an extra layer of cells added near the solid walls to more accurately capture wetting 
layers.

The volume-of-fluid method is used to simulate piston-like advance and layer growth in synthetic geome-
tries, with the predictions compared to those obtained with network modeling. The following section describes 
the geometries, flow conditions and methods used to compare and validate the network model developments 
presented in Section 2.1 with volume-of-fluid simulation predictions.

2.3. Synthetic Geometries, Flow Conditions and Comparison

The geometry and related flow conditions considered depend upon the local property being analyzed. Below, the 
properties of interest are separated and their respective flow conditions and points of comparison are described.

2.3.1. Piston-Like Curvature Analysis

To analyze piston-like curvature, a synthetic two-pore system is constructed using intersecting spheres. To save 
time, the symmetry of the system is exploited by a lengthways bisection. The synthetic geometry and its dimen-
sions are shown in Figure 4.

Using the volume-of-fluid method, a piston-like interface is initialized at the inlet side of the two-pore system, 
corresponding to an initial invading fluid saturation of 5%. Subsequently, the wettability is assigned and the 
invading phase is injected to simulate piston-like advance of the terminal meniscus. The range of contact angles, 

Figure 4. The dimensions of the synthetic two-pore geometry used in the 
analysis of piston-like curvature. The magenta line represents a sagittal plane 
of the system, shown in cross-section in the top of the figure, while the green 
lines show axial planes at the pore and throat centers, shown in cross-section 
at the bottom of the figure. The pore and throat radii are denoted by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 , respectively. The two-pore system is initialized with a 5% saturation of 
invading (red) fluid before injection commences.
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measured through the receding phase, used for the simulations of piston-like advance span from 30° to 150° in 
15° increments. This wide selection of contact angles covers drainage, imbibition and neutral wettabilities.

Separately, the GNM is used to extract a network from the geometry in Figure 4 and to simulate piston-like 
advance for the same range of contact angles as in the volume-of-fluid simulations. The maximum capillary 
pressure necessary to reach the outlet is compared between the two model predictions, in addition to the capillary 
pressure needed to occupy the center of the throat and each neighboring pore. The capillary pressure is defined 
by Equation 2, where the invading phase corresponds to phase 1.

2.3.2. Analysis of Layer Sagittal Curvature

In the analysis of three-dimensional layer configurations and their effect on capillary pressure, the property 
of interest is the deviation of total curvature predictions from two-dimensional analytic predictions for layer 
curvature, which is derived for a general corner angle in Appendix B. To measure this deviation precisely, two 
equilateral triangular geometries are used which expand and contract with a user-defined expansion angle, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , 
set to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 10° and 20° in this work. The pore and throat radii are kept constant at 25 and 10 voxels respectively, 
resulting in a pore-throat contraction ratio of 2.5. The contact angle is kept at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 30°, measured through the 
invading phase. Figure 5 shows the two geometries and their dimensions.

The generalized extraction algorithm is used to discretize the corners of the samples shown in Figure 5 and 
to obtain the generalized network geometries. In the volume-of-fluid simulations performed on the triangular 
geometries, layers are initialized in the corners of the pore space at an initial wetting phase saturation, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 , of 14% 
and 12% for the 10° and 20° geometries, respectively. Subsequently, imbibition is simulated through the samples 
using the GNM and volume-of-fluid methods detailed previously, where the invading phase pressure now corre-
sponds to phase 2 in Equation 2.

The model predictions for the threshold total curvature (capillary pressure) at which snap-off occurs, as well as 
the evolution of the principal components of curvature (Equation 6) as a function of saturation, are compared at 
the throat. To obtain the principal components of curvature from the volume-of-fluid simulation, Appendix B is 
used to determine the curvature in the axial plane at each time step. The axial curvature is then subtracted from 
the predicted total curvature to provide the sagittal curvature (Equation 6).

3. Results and Discussion
In Section  3.1 the local effect of implementing pore-space expansion and sagittal curvature, described in 
Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, respectively, on threshold pressures for displacement is analyzed. Subsequently, the 

Figure 5. The dimensions of the equilateral triangular geometries used in the analysis of layer growth. The two geometries' axial planes at the pore and throat centers 
are highlighted in green, shown in cross-section at the bottom of the figure. In the axial planes, the pore and throat radii are denoted by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡 , respectively, and the 
geometries are axially identical. However, the sagittal planes, in magenta, are different—the left geometry has an expansion angle of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 10°, shown in the upper left 
sagittal curvature cross-section, while the right geometry has 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 20°, shown in the upper right cross-section. Note that, due to the symmetry of the system, only one 
sagittal plane of each geometry is shown, while in reality each corner has its own sagittal plane.
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impact of the local parameters on macroscopic relative permeabilities 
and capillary pressures is presented and discussed in Section  3.2. Finally, 
in Section  3.3, the computational cost of including a three-dimensional 
representation of interfacial curvature in network models is addressed.

3.1. Local Parameters

3.1.1. Pore-Space Expansion

Fundamentally, the displacement of one phase by another is a thermodynamic 
process (Morrow, 1970): displacement will only occur if it is energetically 
favorable. Displacements control the local configuration of the two fluids in 
the pore space, which upscales to the averaged macroscopic parameters used 
for predictions. Therefore, if the threshold pressures for displacements are 
predicted well, the upscaled predictions can inherit high accuracy.

Figure 6 shows the predicted threshold capillary pressures needed to pass 
through the two-pore system (Figure 4) using the volume-of-fluid method, 
the GNM prior to improvements, and the calibrated GNM after implement-
ing the updated method for pore-space expansion described in Section 2.1.1.

The difference in threshold predictions between the volume-of-fluid method 
and the GNM prior to improvements is substantial. To quantify the differ-

ence, a dimensionless discrepancy, 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 =
𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡

2𝜎𝜎

|

|

𝑃𝑃
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑐𝑐 − 𝑃𝑃
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝑐𝑐
|

|

 , is defined where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑐𝑐  and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝑐𝑐  are the capillary 
pressures predicted by the volume-of-fluid method and the GNM, respectively, for any given contact angle and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡  = 6 μm is the inscribed radius of the throat in Figure 4. At the smallest contact angles (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  < 75°) 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 is below 
0.1, while at intermediate and larger angles (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ≥ 75°) 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 is significantly greater and exceeds 0.2. However, the 
apparent wettability predicted by the two models offers the most insight into the physical nature of displacement 
at the pore scale: the volume-of-fluid method predicts 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐  > 0 for all contact angles less than 120°, indicating 
that the invading fluid must be forced through the sample as the non-wetting phase. In the uncalibrated GNM, 
all wettabilities below 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 90° are considered non-wetting to the invading phase, while all above are considered 
wetting. Exactly at 90°, the capillary pressure is zero, where displacement is driven by cooperative pore-body 
filling.

A zero capillary pressure at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 90° is an inevitable prediction from network models neglecting the expansion and 
contraction of the pore space in the sagittal plane, as the cosine term in Equation 3 becomes zero. Indeed, using 
Equation 3, one can erroneously infer a wetting system, with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐  < 0, for all 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  > 90°, as shown by the uncalibrated 
GNM in Figure 6. In reality, this is often incorrect—the apparent wettability of a system depends on the expan-
sion angle of the solid surface in addition to the contact angle (Rabbani et al., 2018). The reason for this depend-
ency becomes clear when considering the forces acting on an interface: in an inclined geometry, the balance of 
fluid-solid and fluid-fluid interfacial tensions acting at the three-phase contact line gives a contact angle through 
the Young equation (Hassanizadeh & Gray, 1993), however the direction of the fluid-fluid interfacial tension is 
further inclined from the flow direction by the angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 (Figure A1b). This gives rise to a different curvature, and 
hence apparent wettability, of the interface as compared to a geometry in which the solid walls are assumed paral-
lel in the sagittal plane (Figure 1k). The effect of an inclined surface, in terms of the macroscopic volume-of-fluid 
predictions shown in Figure 6, is that the fluid interface maintains a positive curvature far above 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 90°, and is 
apparently non-wetting even at weakly wetting contact angles. After implementing Equation 5 with optimized 
coefficients obtained from Figure C1, the calibrated GNM correctly accounts for the impact 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 has on capillary 
pressure, accurately reproducing the behavior predicted by the direct method and reducing the absolute differ-
ence in predicted threshold capillary pressure by at least 1,500 Pa for all 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  > 75°. More insights into the nature 
of displacement at the pore scale can be obtained by analyzing the capillary pressure of the interface as it passes 
through the center of each pore and the connecting throat, rather than the threshold of the system as a whole.

Figure 7 shows the predicted capillary pressure of the interface as it passes through both pores and the middle 
throat, for the complete range of contact angles simulated. In pore-scale studies, it is common to attribute 
the macroscopic thresholds for displacement, shown in Figure  6, to the conceptualized pores and throats of 
a network—during drainage the most difficult step is considered to be invading the center of the narrowest 

Figure 6. The threshold capillary pressure (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 ) needed to pass through the 
two-pore geometry shown in Figure 4 as a function of receding phase contact 
angle (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ). The red line shows the volume-of-fluid predictions, while the green 
and blue lines show the GNM predictions before and after implementing 
Equation 5, respectively.
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region (the throat center), while during imbibition it is the center of the widest regions (the pore centers) which 
offer most resistance to displacement (Blunt, 2017). Indeed, network model threshold entry pressures are almost 
always determined by considering only pore and throat centers. Using this convention, the GNM predictions at 
the throat center (Figure 7b) agree well with the volume-of-fluid thresholds, with some disagreement in the inter-
mediate contact angle ranges (Figure 7b). The pores, however, show far greater disagreement, particularly during 
drainage where 𝐴𝐴 Δ𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 exceeds 0.25 in places (Figures 7a and 7c). The principal reason for this difference is that, 
if the expansion in the sagittal plane permits, 𝐴𝐴 cos(𝜃𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽) in Equation 4 can take a maximum or minimum value 
away from the pore and throat centers. This has been studied for neutral wettabilities (e.g., Pavuluri et al., 2020), 
but here the effect is seen even for relatively low and high contact angles.

Figure 8 shows the distance of the interfaces, at the threshold maxima and minima shown in Figure 7, from the 
throat center. At the lowest contact angles, the conventional assumption that the maximum capillary pressure is at 
the throat center, while the minimum is at the pore centers, is approximately correct, with only minor deviations. 
However, as the contact angle increases, the location of maxima and minima changes smoothly—the minima 
move toward the throat center, while the maxima move toward the pore center. At the highest contact angles, the 
invading phase is wetting, and the expected behavior of pore centers representing local maxima and throat centers 
local minima is again approximately correct. Interestingly, at 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 105°, the interface location of the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 maxima 
reaches its greatest distance from the throat center, before decreasing at larger contact angles. This inflexion 
point marks the transition to imbibition—beyond 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 105°, the contact angle has increased to such an extent that 

𝐴𝐴 cos(𝜃𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽) is negative, and so the total curvature becomes negative (Figure 6) 
with the defending phase protruding into the invading phase, moving the 
interface center toward the throat. In summary, the assumption that local 
minima and maxima are exactly at the pore and throat centers is likely only 
true for very low or very high contact angles, where small additions will not 
have much effect on the cosine function, or where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is very small. The better 
agreement of threshold pressures in the throats in Figure 7b can be attributed, 
in part, to a far smaller 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 than in the pores.

In the GNM, the threshold pressure for displacement is taken as the local 
maximum calculated from three, rather than two, locations: the pore center, 
the throat center, and the half-way point (Equation 5). For this reason, the 
large pore discrepancies seen in Figures  7a and  7c at low contact angles, 
and the relatively larger throat discrepancies at intermediate contact angles 
in Figure 7b, are not reflected in the macroscopic predictions in Figure 6—
the GNM correctly identifies when the throat or half-way point becomes a 
local maximum and selects the appropriate threshold capillary pressure for 

Figure 7. The local capillary pressure (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 ) predicted for each pore (a) and (c) and the adjoining throat (b) in Figure 4, as a function of receding phase contact angle (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ). 
In the green line, the maximum capillary pressure throughout the volume-of-fluid simulations is attributed to the throat, while the minimum is attributed to the pores, 
for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   < 90°, and vice-versa for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   ≥ 90°. In blue, the generalized network 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 for pore and throat centers is shown. In red, the volume-of-fluid 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is presented at the time 
when the pore or throat center is first occupied with the invading phase.

Figure 8. The fractional distance from throat center to pore center (right 
schematic) of the interface center position as a function of receding phase 
contact angle (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ). In blue, the interface position at minimum capillary pressure 
is shown, while red represents the position at maximum capillary pressure.
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displacement. Similarly, at wetting contact angles (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   >  105°), where the 
pore centers control the threshold pressure for displacement and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 reaches 
its maximum value, the calibrated GNM performs well, particularly at the 
macroscopic scale (Figure 6).

The exact nature of pore-filling is an interesting area of future research 
(Ruspini et al., 2017) and quickly becomes complex due to the presence of 
connected throats and the spontaneous formation of layers in wetting regimes, 
which alter the effective area of the interface (Equation A1). It is possible, 
however, to gauge the current accuracy of GNM capillary pressure estimates 
at the pore centers: Figure 7 also shows the volume-of-fluid capillary pres-
sure predictions when the pores and throats first become occupied—that is, 
when the centers of the maximal balls defining the pore and throat centers 
first become filled with the invading phase. The network model agrees well 
with the direct method here, further validating that the capillary pressure 
estimates from Equation 4 and the updated 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 in Equation 5 are accurate.

3.1.2. Layer Sagittal Curvature and Snap-Off

The expansion and contraction of the pore space is clearly an important 
factor in piston-like displacement, but in this section it is shown that the 
three-dimensional nature of real porous media must also be considered for 
layer configurations. For any porous medium with corners and crevices to its 
pore space, wetting layers will maintain connectivity even after the centers 
of the pores and throats have been invaded by a non-wetting phase. If the 

wetting fluid is re-injected, the layers will swell until the interfaces from two neighboring corners meet. At this 
point, which first occurs in the narrowest regions of the pore space, the fluid configuration becomes unstable and 
the wetting phase rapidly fills the small region. This is the snap-off process, which acts to disconnect and trap 
the defending, non-wetting fluid, and has important implications for many two-phase flow processes. Therefore, 
correctly predicting the pressure and saturation at which snap-off occurs is crucial.

Figure 9 shows the predicted total curvature for snap-off, using a variety of approaches, for the 10° and 20° expan-
sion geometries shown in Figure 5. The curvature of a layer interface in the axial plane with an arbitrary fluid-solid 
contact length is derived in Appendix B. Classical network models rely solely on analytic solutions to Equation B1 
when calculating the total curvature at which the three-phase contact point of two adjacent corners in a throat will 
meet, and if the prevailing capillary pressure equals this critical value before a piston-like interface has reached the 
throat, snap-off will occur. The two-dimensional analytic prediction clearly overestimates the curvature at which 
snap-off occurs compared to the volume-of-fluid predictions. In addition, the classical approach predicts the same 
critical curvature value in both geometries, while the volume-of-fluid method predicts a decrease in the critical 
curvature with increasing expansion angle. The physical meaning of this is that, in classical networks, snap-off will 
occur at lower wetting saturations, or equivalently higher non-wetting residual saturations, than in reality. Moreo-
ver, if two pore geometries are identical in their axial planes, but vary in their sagittal planes—as in Figure 5—the 
predicted snap-off curvature in the two media will be the same. The sole cause of this predictive inaccuracy is the 
classical assumption that curvature in the sagittal plane is negligible and does not contribute to the total curva-
ture of a layer interface. In reality, fluid layers conform to the geometry of the pore space, which expands away 
from throat centers. In the sagittal plane, the geometric constraint of an expanding medium results in fluid layers 
protruding into the center fluid, with a negative curvature, at the throat. This was shown schematically in Figure 1l 
and was shown in cross-sections from direct simulations in Figure 5. From Equation 6, a negative sagittal curvature 
reduces the total curvature, or capillary pressure, needed to achieve a given axial curvature—snap-off becomes 
more difficult with increasing throat sagittal curvature, as predicted by the volume-of-fluid method in Figure 9.

After including throat sagittal curvature, as in Equation 7 and with the optimized coefficient 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 1.5 (Figure C2a), 
the GNM accurately predicts both the lower critical curvatures than analytic solutions and the variation between 
expansion angles shown by the volume-of-fluid simulations. However, underpinning the approach used in 
Section 2.1.2, and indeed other approaches (Deng et al., 2014; Raeini et al., 2018), is the assumption that sagittal 
curvature is defined solely by the geometry and is not a function of pressure. For a truly predictive model it is not 
sufficient to only predict the threshold curvature for snap-off, based purely on pore-space geometry—the effect 

Figure 9. The predicted total curvature at which snap off occurs for the 
classical, two-dimensional approach (blue), the volume-of-fluid method 
(green) and the GNM after implementing sagittal curvature described in 
Section 2.1.2 (red).
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of sagittal curvature on saturation must also be considered, as this is a curvature of the fluid-fluid meniscus, not 
the solid surface.

Figure  10 shows the total, axial and sagittal curvatures at the throat, as a function of saturation, for the 
volume-of-fluid method. As expected, the total curvature decreases with increasing saturation—the invading 
phase pressure rises causing the layers to swell toward the center of the pore space, increasing the wetting phase 
saturation, and the pressure difference between phases reduces, decreasing the capillary pressure. As the capillary 
pressure decreases, the curvature in the axial plane also decreases. However, it is again evident that the classical 
assumption of total and axial curvature equivalency is incorrect; the axial curvature is considerably larger than the 
total curvature for any given saturation. Furthermore, while the total curvatures remain similar for the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 10° and 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 20° geometries, the axial curvatures are markedly different, with larger axial curvatures for a given wetting 
saturation in the 20° sample—this arises as sagittal curvature suppresses the movement of layers in the axial plane.

Figure 10. Curvature at the throat center as a function of wetting phase saturation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 , for the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 10° and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 20° 
geometries shown in Figure 5, for a contact angle of 30° through the wetting layer. The total curvatures from the 
volume-of-fluid simulations are shown in green (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ), while the axial curvatures obtained using Equation B1 throughout 
the volume-of-fluid simulations are shown in blue 𝐴𝐴

(

𝜅𝜅
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑎𝑎

)

 . The difference between 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑎𝑎  and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 gives the sagittal curvature, 

shown in red 𝐴𝐴
(

𝜅𝜅
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

)

 . In each case, the end point represents the value at snap-off. The magenta symbols represent the total 
curvature at snap-off obtained with the GNM when: no sagittal curvature is considered, as in classical network models 
(𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ); only constant throat sagittal curvature is considered (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 - No 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ); constant pore and throat sagittal curvatures are 

considered (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 - Const). The sagittal curvatures at snap-off associated with the total curvatures obtained using the GNM 

are shown by the black symbols. Finally, the GNM predictions for sagittal curvature after implementing the iterative method 
in Figure 11 (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
 - Iter) are shown in red, with the associated GNM total curvature predictions for snap-off shown by 

magenta symbols (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 - Iter).
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A variety of generalized network modeling predictions for saturation and 
curvature at snap-off are also shown in Figure  10. Without pore or throat 
sagittal curvature, the GNM threshold curvature predictions reduce to that of a 
classical network: there is no difference in the threshold total curvature predic-
tions for the two expansion angles; the threshold total curvatures are higher 
than predicted by direct simulations; and snap-off occurs at far lower wetting 
saturations than in the direct simulations. If only throat sagittal curvature is 
included, the GNM's threshold curvature predictions improve dramatically, as 
shown in Figure 9, but only moderate improvements in wetting saturation at 
snap-off are observed in Figure 10. While throat sagittal curvature decreases 
the total curvature necessary for snap-off, allowing larger volumes of wetting 
phase to occupy the pore space before snap-off occurs, it is the pores which 
have the largest control over saturation. If pore and throat sagittal curvature 
are included in the GNM, with optimized coefficients (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 )  =  (1.5, 0.75) 
(Figure C2a), threshold predictions agree well with the direct simulations.

The most interesting finding, however, is that the overall decrease in axial 
and total curvature predicted by the volume-of-fluid simulations is not linear, 
but decreases asymptotically until the critical axial curvature for snap-off 
is reached. This can only occur if the sagittal curvature is not constant. 
In Figure  10, the sagittal curvature is quantified for both geometries and 
confirms all previous inferences: the sagittal curvature is negative, smaller 
in the 10° than the 20° geometry, and increases with increasing satura-
tion, or decreasing capillary pressure. The implication of the latter finding 
is that sagittal curvature cannot be modeled purely as a function of solid 
geometry—as hitherto assumed—but rather depends on the morphology of 
the fluid interfaces.

In Figure 11, the method described in Section 2.3.2 is extended to allow the calculation of sagittal curvature 
from interface morphology. Initially, layers are assumed to have a sagittal curvature defined by the geometry. 
A capillary pressure is imposed on the network model which defines the total curvature and, together with the 
initial sagittal curvature estimate, gives the axial curvature. The centers of the layer interfaces in the axial plane 
are found and used to define new circles (Figure 11a), from which Equations 7 and 8 provide an updated sagittal 
curvature. The iterative method is applied throughout the simulation (Figure 11b) to find consistent radial and 
axial curvatures of the fluid-fluid meniscus; it is the axial curvature which will control when snap-off occurs. Per 
pressure increment, the method can either be implemented iteratively, or as a single readjustment if the simulation 
pressure increment is small. The latter approach is used here, as small changes in prevailing capillary pressure 
allow finer comparison with volume-of-fluid results.

Figure  10 further shows predictions for sagittal curvature, and the total curvature at which snap-off occurs, 
obtained using the GNM with the extended method of Figure 11, with re-optimized coefficients (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ) = (3.5, 
3.0) (Figure  C2b) pertinent to the iterative approach. The semi-analytic approximations in Equation  7 agree 
well with the direct solutions to Navier-Stokes and Young-Laplace equations, for both geometries. Initially, 
there is larger disagreement between the sagittal curvatures of the two models due to the GNM reaching 
lower initial wetting-phase saturations compared to the volume-of-fluid method. Furthermore, the early stages 
(∼𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤  = 0.1 − 0.15) of the direct simulations represent the user-initialized invading phase adjusting into equilib-
rium with the prevailing capillary pressure. Beyond 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤  = 0.15, however, the agreement in sagittal curvature is 
very good, and the total curvature and saturation predictions at snap-off have only minor differences.

3.2. Macroscopic Parameters

The focus of the analysis thus far has been on local parameters. While it is useful to calibrate network models 
on small samples, where comparison with high-resolution DNS is possible, the real strength of network models 
lies in their potential to model flow through large domains, with tens-to-hundreds of thousands of pores and 
throats. Figure  12 evaluates the effect of neglecting, setting a constant, or implementing an iterative sagittal 
curvature in the GNM on macroscopic capillary pressure and relative permeability predictions. The macroscopic 

Figure 11. An illustration of the iterative algorithm used to update the sagittal 
and axial curvatures of a layer interface at the pore (top and bottom) and throat 
centers (middle). Prior to injection, an initial guess for sagittal curvature is 
taken using the method described in Section 2.3.2, with the three red points 
in (a) representing the points used to define the circles in Figures 3a and 3b. 
Upon injection, the prevailing capillary pressure and initial guess for sagittal 
curvature are used to determine the axial curvature and hence the location of 
interface centers, shown by the blue points in (a). Subsequently, the interface 
centers in (a) comprise the points used to determine the updated sagittal 
curvature, shown by the red points in (b). In turn, this provides new interface 
centers, shown by the blue points (b).
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parameter predictions, acquired for a network extracted from a 1,000 3 voxel image of a water-wet Bentheimer 
sandstone, are compared to experimental measurements of oil-water two-phase flow during waterflooding (Gao 
et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2018). The shaded areas in Figure 12 represent all GNM predictions using a single value 
of contact angle assigned in the range [43°, 53°], and an initial water saturation after primary drainage in the 
range [0.11, 0.17]. These ranges correspond to the experimental measurements and associated uncertainties of 
thermodynamic contact angle (Blunt et al., 2019) and initial water saturation obtained with differential imaging 
(Gao et al., 2017). The coefficients of pore and throat sagittal curvature are unchanged from Section 3.1.2 and are 
described in detail in Appendix C.

While all three approaches produce similar capillary pressure values—which lie within the uncertainty of the 
experimental measurements—the predicted residual non-wetting saturations are lower if sagittal curvature 
is included in the GNM (Figures  12a, 12c, and  12e). The variation in residual saturations is also evident in 
Figures 12b, 12d, and 12f, where significant differences in relative permeabilities can also be seen. If sagittal 
curvature is completely neglected, snap-off becomes easier and the residual non-wetting saturation increases 
beyond the range of the experimental measurements (Figure 12b). Furthermore, the experimental measurements 
of capillary pressure shown in Figures 12a, 12c, and 12e were obtained during the intermediate water fractional 
flows—imbibition concluded at a wetting saturation 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤  = 0.62 (Lin et al., 2018), which is under-predicted by the 
neglection of sagittal curvature in Figure 12a. The exclusion of sagittal curvature can, in part, explain why some 
studies have struggled to reproduce the capillary trapping behavior of experiments using network models, particu-
larly if low contact angles typical of strongly water-wet systems are assigned to the network (Bondino et al., 2013; 
Pentland et al., 2010; Raeini et al., 2015; Valvatne & Blunt, 2004). In addition to an over-prediction of residual 
saturation, as the axial curvature of layer interfaces accommodates the entirety of any capillary pressure decrease, 
the oil and water relative permeabilities are too low and too high, respectively—for a given pressure the layers 
are too thick, reducing the conductivity of the phase occupying the center (oil) while increasing the conductivity 
of the layers (water). The inclusion of constant sagittal curvature, calibrated to replicate volume-of-fluid total 

Figure 12. Predicted macroscopic capillary pressures (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 , top row) and relative permeabilities (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 , bottom row) for a water-wet Bentheimer sandstone using the GNM. 
Predictions obtained by neglecting sagittal curvature (red) are shown in (a) and (b), whilst (c) and (d) show a constant sagittal curvature (green). Figures (e) and (f) 
present GNM predictions using an iterative method (blue) to determine sagittal curvature throughout the simulation. The shaded areas represent the GNM's sensitivity 
to contact angle, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  , and initial water saturation, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 : in each figure, GNM simulations span the range defined by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤  = 0.14 ± 0.03 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 48° ± 5°. The black and 
magenta lines are pore-scale experimental results by Lin et al. (2018) and Gao et al. (2017), respectively, and the error bars on the experimental capillary pressure and 
relative permeability values indicate uncertainties in the measurements (Foroughi et al., 2020).
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curvature predictions at snap-off (Figure 9), has a noticeable improvement on residual saturations and relative 
permeabilities, but not to an extent to agree with the experiments (Figure 12d). This is because the absolute value 
of sagittal curvature at a throat is higher than the value at snap-off for the majority of the experiments, as shown 
by the DNS results in Figure 10, and so a constant sagittal curvature still overestimates the area of layers in the 
throat axial plane.

Employing the iterative method, with calibrated throat and pore sagittal curvature as in Figure 10, gives a good 
agreement between the GNM and experimental results (Figures 12e and 12f). The throat sagittal curvatures are 
initially large and negative, keeping layers further toward corner vertices and resulting in low initial wetting phase 
permeabilities. Meanwhile, the center phase occupies a larger cross-sectional area and has a greater permeability 
than in negligible, or constant, sagittal curvature methods. As the sagittal curvature increases throughout the 
simulation, the suppression of layer movement in the axial plane lessens, but still results in a far smaller residual 
than other methods, and overall the effect is a shift in the relative permeabilities and capillary pressures to the 
right, in agreement with the experiments.

It is further evident from Figures 12b, 12d, and 12f that, whilst the iterative method leads to substantial improve-
ment in oil relative permeability, the water relative permeability at low saturations shows notable discrepancy 
with experiments across all methods. This is due to two factors: first, the pore-scale experiments in Figure 12 
were performed on long, narrow cores with an assumed uniform saturation profile. However, pressure drop esti-
mates from narrow cores are prone to inaccuracies caused by local saturation heterogeneities, leading to errone-
ously low relative permeabilities (Zhang et al., 2023). Second, PNMs commonly rely on empirical correlations 
based on two-dimensional finite element predictions to compute center and layer phase conductivity (e.g., Øren 
et al., 1998; Valvatne & Blunt, 2004). While these correlations provide reasonable predictions, future work could 
use three-dimensional data-driven methods to obtain more accurate correlations.

3.3. Computational Cost

The improvements in network model predictions achieved through the inclusion of pore-space expansion (Equa-
tion 5) and sagittal curvature (Equations 7 and 8) are evident from the results presented in Figures 6, 7, 10, and 12. 
A key trait of network models, however, is their computational efficiency; any improvements in predictive ability 
should not sacrifice this efficiency. It is important to note that direct simulations are not required to implement 
the network model developments presented in this work; DNS were performed solely to measure and improve the 
accuracy of the approximations on small synthetic systems, while no DNS were performed to obtain the GNM 
results in Figure 12. The computational costs of the algorithms needed to implement the methods presented in 
this study scale linearly with network size, which is negligible compared to the cost of determining network 
permeability, the order of filling and phase connectivity. Thus, the methods presented here offer enhanced phys-
ical accuracy with minimal additional cost.

To demonstrate the retention of network model efficiency in the presence of a three-dimensional representation of 
curvature, the DNS performed on the synthetic geometries in Figures 4 and 5 took approximately 2 weeks using 
88 cores in parallel. The GNM simulations performed on the same geometries took less than 5 seconds using a 
single core on the same machine. Furthermore, Figure 12 represents 63 GNM simulations performed on an image 
of a real medium. Each simulation, regardless of the curvature method, took approximately 30 min using a single 
core. The simulations were scheduled to run on 5 cores in parallel, for a total computational time of approximately 
6.5 hr. In contrast, a single direct numerical simulation on an image of this size would take on the order of weeks 
and would require 10 times the computational resources.

4. Conclusions
In this work, a fully three-dimensional characterization of interfacial curvature has been implemented into a 
network model, which includes the sagittal plane in the computation of displacement capillary pressures. The 
new expressions for displacement capillary pressures were compared and validated against high resolution 
volume-of-fluid simulations on synthetic geometries, constructed to vary in their sagittal planes. After validation, 
the effect on macroscopic capillary pressure and relative permeabilities was analyzed.

Direct simulations demonstrate that neglecting the expansion and contraction of the pore space in a network 
model gives inaccurate predictions of threshold capillary pressure for piston-like advance. After accounting for 
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pore-space expansion, the network model results agreed well with direct methods. Additionally, the conventional 
view of thresholds occurring exactly at pore or throat centers, even for strongly wetted systems, was challenged. 
The expansion of the pore space necessitates the consideration of intermediate regions as threshold points for 
displacement in a network model, particularly for contact angles around 90°.

Similarly, the classical assumption that the curvature of fluid interfaces in the sagittal plane is negligible proved 
incorrect. Direct simulations showed that snap-off predictions differ substantially for systems that are axially 
identical but vary in their sagittal planes, while quasi two-dimensional approximations employed in CNM were 
unable to replicate such behavior. Treating curvature in the sagittal plane as a constant property defined by the 
solid geometry improved the network predictions, but an iterative approach, which considered the exact location 
of interfaces, more accurately replicated the direct simulations for sagittal curvature.

Macroscopically, sagittal curvature has a large effect on residual saturation and relative permeabilities. With-
out including sagittal curvature, the network model overestimated the degree of snap-off, and hence residual 
saturations, and the wetting-phase relative permeability, while underestimating the non-wetting phase relative 
permeability, compared to experiments. This has important implications for a range of phenomena. For instance, 
accurate assessment of the efficacy of CO2 storage relies on predictions of residual saturations. Without includ-
ing sagittal curvature, overestimates of trapping are inevitable. Likewise, in the construction of fuel cells, it is 
necessary to design optimum transfer of fluid through the gas diffusion layer and adjacent bipolar plate (e.g., 
Okonkwo & Otor, 2021; Zhang et al., 2021)—without a consideration of sagittal curvature, relative permeability 
predictions are likely inaccurate. Similar to local property analysis, the iterative approach to modeling sagittal 
curvature gave good agreement with experimental results.

Future work could seek to extract the pore-space expansion angles directly from a micro-CT image and to extend 
the analysis of sagittal curvature to more complex media and wetting states. Current numerical predictions of 
flow through mixed-wet media are thought to be hindered by an inability to characterize wettability at the pore 
scale, where terminal interfaces with two distinct planes of curvature have been observed experimentally (Lin 
et  al.,  2019; Shojaei et  al.,  2022). Extending the inclusion of sagittal curvature in network modeling to such 
scenarios could greatly improve current predictive capabilities.

Appendix A: Piston-Like Curvature Derivation
Figure A1 shows a schematic of a square capillary tube which contracts into the page at an angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 . In the axial 
plane, shown by Figure A1a, the generalized network model discretizes the square into four corners, shown by the 
magenta lines defining the coronal planes (Figure A1b) of the pore space. In addition, every corner has a sagittal 
plane (Figure A1c), shown by the diagonal blue lines in Figure A1a. As a whole, the axial, coronal and sagittal planes 
retain a three-dimensional description of the pore space used to derive a general equation for piston-like curvature.

Figure A1. A schematic showing a piston-like interface in a square capillary—which contracts into the page—in the axial 
(a, green), coronal (b, magenta) and sagittal (c, blue) planes. The piston-like curvature can be derived using a force balance 
on the interface, where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2 are the invading and receding phase fluid pressures, respectively, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  is the expansion angle, 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  the contact angle through phase 2, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 the interfacial tension. The length of the layer interface and invading phase-solid 
contact length, in each corner, is denoted by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝑙𝑙 , respectively, while 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective area of the fluid-fluid 
interface after it is projected onto the axial plane. In the sagittal plane, an interface tangent vector 𝐴𝐴 �̂�𝐬  , is used to determine the 
component of interfacial tension acting in the vertical direction, given by the vector 𝐴𝐴 �̂�𝐱 .
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Consider the axial plane shown in Figure A1a. Wetting layers are present in each corner, with a layer interfacial 
length denoted by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 . The red, invading phase occupies an effective area of the square, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , which contacts the 
solid perimeter of the square at a length 2𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝑙𝑙 in every corner.

The fluid-fluid interface is subject to a pressure from the invading and receding phases, shown in the coronal and 
sagittal planes (Figures A1b and A1c) by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2 , which acts everywhere normal to the interface. The resulting 
vertical force from 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2 is obtained by projecting the total area of the interface onto the axial plane (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 in 
Figure A1a) and multiplying by the difference in pressure. Additionally, the fluid interface experiences a force 
from the interfacial tension, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , acting per unit length along its perimeter and tangent to the interface. Where the 
invading phase contacts the solid, the interfacial tension acts at an angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 + 𝛽𝛽 to the vertical (Figure A1b), with 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 representing the contact angle. At the layer interfaces, the vector 𝐴𝐴 �̂�𝐬  is tangent to the interface and represents the 
direction of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , while 𝐴𝐴 �̂�𝐱 is the direction of the vertical (Figure A1c).

At equilibrium, the sum of forces must balance. Performing a vertical force balance:

𝑃𝑃1𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑃𝑃2𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝜎𝜎8ℎ𝑙𝑙cos(𝜃𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽) + 𝜎𝜎4𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙 �̂�𝐬 ⋅ �̂�𝐱,

𝑃𝑃1 − 𝑃𝑃2 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 =
𝜎𝜎(8ℎ𝑙𝑙cos(𝜃𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽) + 4𝑊𝑊𝑙𝑙 �̂�𝐬 ⋅ �̂�𝐱)

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

.
 (A1)

Dividing by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and noting that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is given by the difference between the total square and layer area gives an 
expression for piston-like curvature in the square system. To generalize Equation A1, a summation over every 
corner belonging to a network element, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , is introduced, where each corner exhibits a fluid-solid length of 2𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝑙𝑙 and 
a layer interface length (if present) of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 , giving:

𝜅𝜅𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

∑

𝑐𝑐∈𝑡𝑡

(2ℎ𝑝𝑝cos(𝜃𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽) +𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝 �̂�𝐬 ⋅ �̂�𝐱)

𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 − 𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

, (A2)

as presented in Section 2.1.1, Equation 4 of this paper.

Appendix B: Snap-Off Curvature Calculation
The following describes the method used to determine sagittal curvature from the volume-of-fluid simulations 
performed in Section 2.3.2. Consider a corner with half angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  , shown by the axial plane in Figure B1. If the 
invading phase, shown in red, has a contact angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 with satisfies 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 + 𝛾𝛾 𝛾

𝜋𝜋

2
 , then a wetting layer will form. 

Figure B1. A diagram showing a geometric method to determine the radius of axial curvature, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 , using the layer-solid and 
center-solid lengths, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 , the corner angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  and the contact angle measured through the layer, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  .
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The length of the layer-solid contact in the axial plane is denoted by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 , while the center-solid length is 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 . 
Using simple geometry, the following expression for the axial radius of curvature, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 , at any 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 , can be derived 
(Blunt, 2017):

1

𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎
=

cos 𝜃𝜃(cot 𝛾𝛾 − tan 𝜃𝜃)

𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙

,

=
cos 𝜃𝜃(cot 𝛾𝛾 − tan 𝜃𝜃)

𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐

,

 (B1)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the theoretical length of the corner side. It is necessary to use 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 , instead of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙 , to ensure that 
the smooth corner edges produced during mesh extraction (Figure 5) do not affect the predictions.

The center-solid length is extracted at every simulation time step and Equation B1 is used to determine 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 through-
out the simulation. The difference, at the throat, between the total curvature—predicted by the volume-of-fluid 
simulation's solution to the Laplace equation—and the computed 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 is assigned to the sagittal curvature, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 
(Equation 6).

Appendix C: Optimization of Coefficients
Equation 5 is used to determine the pore-space expansion at every pore center, throat center and half-way 
point in the network. However, network models are simplified representations of the real pore space: only 
a coarse resolution is provided by the network extraction process. Physically based approximations of finer 
details require calibration to mitigate error introduced by spatial simplifications. To optimize the coefficients 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 in Equation  5, the minimum mean absolute difference (Figure  C1) between the volume-of-fluid 
predictions displayed in Figure 6 and the GNM predictions for 225 combinations of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is determined 
using:

𝑓𝑓 (𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎) =
1

𝑁𝑁

∑

𝜃𝜃∈𝑆𝑆

|

|

𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
𝑃𝑃

𝜃𝜃

𝑐𝑐 −
𝐺𝐺𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺

𝑃𝑃
𝜃𝜃

𝑐𝑐 (𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎)|
|

𝑎 (C1)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the number of contact angles for which predictions exist, 𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑃𝑃
𝜃𝜃

𝑐𝑐  is the volume-of-fluid threshold 
capillary pressure prediction at contact angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
𝑃𝑃

𝜃𝜃

𝑐𝑐  is the GNM threshold capillary pressure prediction 
at contact angle 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 . The summation is over the set, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , of all simulated contact angles. In this work, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 9 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 
spans from 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 30° to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 150° in 15° increments.

Figure C1. Optimizations performed on the pore-space expansion coefficients 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  present in Equation 5. The mean 
absolute difference in threshold capillary pressure, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 (𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎) , between the volume-of-fluid predictions displayed in Figure 6 
and the GNM predictions is determined using Equation C1. The combination 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 0.3 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 1.1 corresponds to the global 
minimum of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 (𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑎𝑎) , and these coefficients are maintained for all of the GNM predictions in this work.
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Similar to the treatment of pore-space expansion, the methods to determine sagittal curvature presented in this 
paper use discrete points defined at the pores and throats. In reality, curvature is mathematically defined at 
an infinitesimal portion of a surface, and so an estimation using discrete points requires calibration. For the 
geometry-based method in Figure 3 of Section 2.1.2, the coefficients of throat sagittal curvature (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  ) and pore 
sagittal curvature (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ) are obtained by minimizing the objective functions:

𝑓𝑓 (𝑐𝑐) =

(

1 −
10
𝜅𝜅
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑐𝑐

10
𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

10𝜅𝜅𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

)2

+

(

1 −
20
𝜅𝜅
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 𝑐𝑐

20
𝜅𝜅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

20𝜅𝜅𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

)2

, (C2)

𝑓𝑓 (𝑑𝑑) =

(

1 −
10
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤(𝑑𝑑)

10𝑆𝑆
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑤𝑤

)2

+

(

1 −
20
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤(𝑑𝑑)

20𝑆𝑆
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑤𝑤

)2

, (C3)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 represent two-dimensional analytic solutions and volume-of-fluid predictions of the total 
curvature at snap-off, respectively, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the throat sagittal curvature obtained from the geometry-based approxi-
mation presented in Equation 7, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑤𝑤  denote the throat saturation at snap-off predicted by the GNM 
and volume-of-fluid method, respectively. In both Equations C2 and C3, the prescripts represent the 10° or 20° 
geometries in Figure 5. Equations C2 and C3 can be optimized independently as pore sagittal curvature does not 
affect snap-off curvature at the throat with the geometry-based method, and Equation C2 can be solved analyti-
cally. The optimization of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is shown in Figure C2a, giving 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 1.5 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 0.75. These coefficients are 
used to produce the macroscopic results in Figures 12c and 12d.

A consequence of the iterative method to determine sagittal curvature (Figure 11) is that the pores and throats 
are no longer independent. Therefore, the following objective function is minimized to find the optimal values of 
the coefficients 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 :

𝑓𝑓 (𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐) =

(

1 −
10
𝜅𝜅(𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐)

10𝜅𝜅𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

)2

+

(

1 −
20
𝜅𝜅(𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐)

20𝜅𝜅𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

)2

+

(

1 −
10
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤(𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐)

10𝑆𝑆
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑤𝑤

)2

+

(

1 −
20
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤(𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐)

20𝑆𝑆
𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

𝑤𝑤

)2

𝑐

 (C4)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 represents the total curvature at snap-off predicted by the GNM, and the remaining terms retain their 
definitions from Equations C2 and C3. Figure C2b shows 625 simulations used to find the global minimum of 
the objective function in Equation C4, which corresponds to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴   = 3.5 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  = 3. These coefficients—which are 
obtained through calibration against high-resolution direct simulations—are used to produce the macroscopic 
parameters in Figures 12e and 12f.

Figure C2. Optimizations performed on the throat sagittal curvature coefficient 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  and the pore sagittal curvature coefficient 
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 present in Equations 7 and 8, respectively. In (a), the geometry-based throat and pore sagittal curvature are independent of 

each other and can be optimized by minimizing Equations C2 and C3 separately. In (b), the iterative approach to modeling 
sagittal curvature results in throat and pore sagittal curvature affecting each other, and the collective objective function in 
Equation C4 is minimized.
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Data Availability Statement
The volume-of-fluid model used in this paper is available online at https://github.com/ImperialCollegeLondon/
porefoam (Raeini et al., 2012; Shams et al., 2018). The experimental data by Lin et al. (2018) is accessible via the 
Digital Rocks Portal at https://www.digitalrocksportal.org/projects/157.
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